WORKERS AND WORKERS ORGANISING IN THE HYBRID AREAS OF LABOUR #3

Mobilising platform workers: When David challenges Goliath

13 October 2022 | Sala Lauree
Department of Social and Political Sciences
Via Conservatorio 7, Milan
Event registration (by 10th October)  https://bit.ly/3aTzZkk

14:00 | WELCOME  Annalisa Murgia  - University of Milan

14:15 | Speakers
Mathilde Mondon-Navazo  - PACTE, Université Grenoble Alpes
Erik Pentenga  - Union Official temporary agency work and flexible work, FNV
Alex Marshall  - IWGB President
Ryan Hayes  - Lead Projects Coordinator, Young Transport Workers’ Department, ITF
Chair  Alessandro Gandini  - University of Milan

16:30 | Coffee break

17:00 | Speakers
Paolo Borghi  - University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
Jérôme Pimot  - Co-founder of the Collectif des Livreurs Autonomes de Plateformes (CLAP)
Ludovic Rioux  - General Secretary of the riders’ section, CGT Transports
Ilaria Lani  - General Secretary Nidil CGIL Florence
Angelo Junior Avelli  - Activist and co-founder of Deliverance Milano
Chair  Ivana Pais  - Catholic University of Milan

NEXT EVENTS
27 October, h 14:00
#4 A multidisciplinary dialogue between sociology and labour law